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SIMULATION OF PERSONNEL CONTROL SY5TKMS 
UTTH THE /.V5IDEH SAFEGl'AflDS EFFECTIVENESS MODEL fISCM} 

J, Introduction and Summary 

VucSear safeguards systems a re being designed to prevent persons employed at nuclear 
facilities from participating in either the theft of special n-.clear material (SNM> or '-he sabaugt-
of the facility in such a way that radioactive material is released into the environment beyond the 
i.-icihlv boundaries. This design goal is complicated by the Tact that some facility personnel jr.usi 
have accesri to yNM in order to perform their assigned tasks. 

For the purpose of this report, an Insider is defined as a facility employee whose goal is *o 
- t rpc t ra te either ifceft or sabotage. There a re numerous strategies an insider rnay empi*>> t« 
achieve his goal. One strategy is to use high energy explosives to sabotage the facility, thereby 
potentially releasing radioactive material . A second strategy ia to divert small amounts of SNM 
from the process stream over a sufficiently long period of t ime to avoid detection by the acco"jnii:-.p 
system and then use force to remove the accumulated SNM from the facility. In a third possible 
strategy the insider simply seizes the SNM, possibly from a storage area, and forces '.is exit fror.-, 
tbc facility. 

In the past, material accounting systems (studied through Diversion Path Analysis ) ard 
.security clearance investigations have been reiied upon to counteract ihe insider threa t . As 
incidents of terror ism* have increased so has the need ."or more advanced safeguards system* 
to deal with the forcible entry threat. Concurrently, the insidei problem has received renewed 
attention because of the growing number of people having authorized access TO nuclear facilities, 
and the general awareness of the characteristic of SNM. 

It has become clear that new approaches must be developed to study the insider safeguards 
problem and that there must be an increased level of physical protection afforded S\"M. The ^oal 
In the design of physics! protection safeguards systems should be to balance the effectiveness o: 
the design over some range of threat and expected consequences subject to a prespecified sale-
guards cost constraint. Sandia Laboratories has found both analytical and Monte Carlo simulation 
models useful in estimating relative safeguards effectiveness for alternative safeguards system 
design options. A simulation model which t reats certain aspects of ihe insider problem is i w 
Insider Safeguards Effectiveness Model (ISEM). Although ISEM can be used to study the 

ISEM was developed 'indfj- the sponsorship of ERDA Division of Safeguards and Se runn . 



safeguards system at a nuclear facility generally, the purpose of this report is to deacril.e IS1 :\l 
and to demonstrate its use in modeling the personnel control system cf a hypothetical facility. Tin* 
paper Has been wrilten on the safeguards system analyst level; however, a glossary has bee:: included 
to aid readers not familiar wl*,h safeguards terminology. Those readers interested in ;i more tisuruucfi 
diricu»s>ton of ISESI should see Reference 3. 

t h i s report is ojrjanlzed as follows: A general description of ISEM is presented in Section n , 
and a discussion of ISEM's .~^le in the analysis and design of safeguards systems is provided in 
Section III. Also contained in Section III is a discussion of the use of ISEM in conjunct ion with other 
methods which a rc currently being used in safeguards system design. A comprehensive example 
is given in Section IV to show typical ISEM jffectiveneas results and sensitivities to variations in 
several safeguards system parameters . The appendix contains a discuss :on or (he current 
status of ISEM and presents a number of projected extensions. 

II. Description of iSEM 

ISEM is a model used to evaluate facility safeguards system effectiveness for threats posed 
fey insiders . A separate model has been developed to simulate forcible attacks by external threats 
on a nuclear facility. That model, the Forcible Entry Safeguards Effectiveness Model (FL'-StM), 
is described in Reference 4, 

The general safeguards problem posed by the insider threat requires consideration of material 
control, material accounting, and personnel control systems (Glossary, Page 25), iSliM was 
developed to treat specifically those insider attacks in which the t ime relationship among -scenario 
events is important. The concept of attack detection leadirg to a safeguards system response is 
centra; to the model. The set of scenario events for one attack may include events from the material 
control, material accounting, and personnel control st'-j terns; however, there is no distinction made 
between these major safeguards subsystems within the model. An important class of insider 
scenarios treated tjy ISEM is one In which some response by security guards is required to prevent 
the successful completion of the insiders ' attack. ISEM can model either theft or sabotage attacks 
which consist of both no.iforcible and forcible adversary actions. 

Among the effectiveness measures which can be obtained from (S"M are estimates of (U :hc 
probability of at lease one alarm along the adversary path, (2) the probability of at least one en
counter between the adversary and response guards along the adversary path, and (3) the probability 
that the adversary is thwarted along the a iversary path eisfter by encounters with guard; or by-
being caughi In portals. In the remainder of this report , me third measure is considered to be the 
probability of system win. For all measures the results are conditioned on *i attack by the ad
versary . 



Figure 1 il lustrates the conceptual facility layout used in 1SEM. The facility consists of 
tftree fcaslc entities; Areas , Portals* and Har r ie rs . Detection elements such as a rea , point, or 
line sensors can be located at these facility entitles. Area sensors are used to detect living and 
inanimate objects within given a reas while point sensors generate alarms at specific locations. 
Line sensors detect intrusions of a given line such as one extending along a perimeter ftnce. 

Each sensor has a specified facility location, and associated with each sensor is a set of 
logic points and alarm points. Logic points are those locations where sensor information flow 
can be interrupted. Examples of logic points a re sensor threshold control points (e.g., a potentio
meter in a portai) and computer logic and memory points (e.g., a microprocessor used to control 
s tnsor a larms) . The sensor communication lines which connect sensors , logic points, and a larms 
a r s assumed to bs secure;but the logic points are susceptible to degradation by insiders . Alarm 
points are iocotions where a sensor alarm annunciates. For example, a buzzer in the security 
control area sounds in response to a door opening on a facility's exterior. 

(JiPATROl 
^ GUARD 

© ® 

AREA 
^SENSORS 

CONCRETE 

DCUBIE FENCE 
_ PE Rj.MET£R_ F£NCE_ 

Figure i . I5EM Concept ;a. Facility Layout 



Insider access areas arc compared with both logic and alarm points tu determine v. Inch 
seniors might be modified by the insider. The defeat of any lofliL- point for a particular suwiir 
insures defeat of all a larms for that sensor. The defeat of any alarm pyint for a particular sens ir 
is considered to be independent of the defeat of all other alarm points. If an insider has .ipprupri.it <• 
access, probabilistic outcomes based on input point probability assignments are usi_-d tu deu-r-
minc if the logic or alarm points are defeated. n'io probability of successful tampvri:;*; i^ .ilio 
affected by the personnel density and the existence of surveillance sensors in the area. 

SNM sensors , both Ram ma and neutron, are modeled more precisely than other sensi.rs in 
ISEM because (1) they are fundamental in countering diversion and (2) their (iteration ts WL-1' 
understood. Consideration is given to the amount, type, composition, enrichment, burn-up, 
shielding, and location of the S.V.M on the insider. S.V.M sensor characterist ics and local environ
mental conditions a re used to determine the background count rale which, in n.rn, determines tin-
sensor threshold. 

Metal and explosive sensors a re modeled using functional relationships bef.ii.-cn the efrcitiv-,-
mass of material and the alarm probability. Sources of metal include weapons and shields for 
explosives and SNM. The effect of the shield on the operation of the SNM and explosive sensors 
is described by attenuation factors. Although metal sensor performance is being evaluated and 
some data are available,the sensor was not modeled In detail because of the large number of 
variables which significantly impact performance and the difficulty in specifying these variable*. 

One of the more useful featui es of ISEM Is its flexibility, l o r example, for sensors v.hoxe 
performance is not well established, simple functional models can he used to generate alarm 
probabilities until more accurate, detailed models are evolved based ax experimental and^or 
operational information. On a less detailed level, alarm probabilities may be specified directly. 
For example, personnel may be considered as sensors , liecause ISEM i ; a simulation model, it 
can be extended to include safeguards system features which were not initially considered. 

In general, the Insider threat is subdivided into insider guards and other employees. It is 
assumed that the strategy of the insider(s) is to attack (he sensor system elements covert I v before 
the potentially forceful actions are taken during the interaction phase of the scenario- It in further 
assumed that only one insider car r ies the SNM, explosives, f i rearms, tools, and other material.-*. 
Therefore, only one insider (either guard or employee) can become involved in an engagement 
with the guard forces. The only difference in the effect on the scenario caused by an insider 
employee and an insider guard is that guards have access to both Areas and Porta ls , whereas 
employees have access only to Areas . Therefore, insider guards can defeat sensor system 
elements located in Portals; but insider employees cannot. Insider guards covertly attack the 
sensor system but at most one guard may interact overtly with the guard response force. I'or 
example, if the threat is an insider employee who car r ies the SNM and one guard, the guard cannot 
interfere with the response of the remainder of the guard force to r larrns generated by the insider 
employee. 
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it Is evident from Figure 1 that a large number or possible Insider paths exist. ISEM re 
quires ihat an Insider path be Identified. Generally, only a subset or facility entities and sensor* 
(M inw lived in a particular insider path; however, ISEM is Structured so that facility data can tv 
stored Initially and then used for any path chosen for analysis. 

Vpon adlvaHon. each sensor in the laciHty has a prespecified guard response that is 
initiated following a specified delay. This response entailB moving the security guards to 
strategic locations within the facility. Since the specific guard responses must be determined m 
advance, a good overall safeguards system ehould evolve in consideration of the spectrum of 
feasible adversary scenarios aad paths. 

Once an adversary is encountered and a confrontation is in p rogress , thi gua rds ) engager in 
the confrontation may sound a "call ."or help." Following the call for help, some or all of the 
remaining response guards ere directed to the confrontation with the purpose of subduing the ad
versary . Some of the guards can be designated as nonresponae guards and held in reserve even i: 
there is a call for help. This hold-back technique is a viable safeguards tactic for counter
acting adversary diversionary tactics as well aa providing an adversary containment mechanism. 

The actual eonfr s t a t i o n between guards and adversar ies is modeled as a discrele-stasi-
tontlmiaus-tirae stc-chastl: p rocess . The states a re the number of combatants actively involved 
in the ron/rontation. Transition tlines between states are assume ' to be continuous random. 
variables which i : c a function of the force s ize, weapons, and competence of the opposing forces. 
Distributions of the transition t imes, along with a count of the number of guard arr ivals at the 
Confrontation si te , cotrnleteiy determine the engagement process . For example. In an encoumer 
involving two guards and an adversary, three initial transitions from this initial state are 
possible. One guard can be disabled; the adversary can be disabled; or another guard -an 
arr ive at the encounter site, Th* states of the model change until either all guards or the 
adversary are disabled, 

III. Utilization of ISEM in Facility Safeguards 
System Anah-sis and Synthesis 

The method used to structure the safeguard system evaluation problem is to a s sess safe
guards system effectiveness in coping with z specified set of adversary strategies u-hich are de
signed to achieve the adversary 's goal of either theft of SNM or sabotage of the facility so thai s\:,t 
is dispersed. The range of strategies selected determines the scope of the analysis. For a given 
strategy, a BC> of scenarios is established t-i achieve the adversary 's goal. A subset of the scerar i 
©vents a re those which may result In forceful actions being taken by the adversary, if necessary, 
after detection occurs. The route used by the adversary during this phase of 'he scenario is called 
the "path." 



ISEM simulates boih the interaction of the insider with the facility safeguards system ,.L nig 
th path and the "a p r io r i , " covert defeat of sensor systems by any designated group of insider*. 
Therefore, ISEM simulates scenarios tiut emphasizes the interaction of the insider with tin- sate-
guards system elements along it path. Which some subjective probability assignments HUM in-
made by the users , 1SEM gives relative estimates of safeguards system effectiveness along i pat!, 
which provides a method for comparing safeguards system alternatives, f.iven the set of altt-r 
natives and their costs, the most cost effective system can be chosen. 

T J estimate a facility's safeguards system effectiveness, many adversary strategies, v.uh 
having numerous scenarios and paths, must be considered. Since the number of pains fjr The 
strategy set treated by IS ISM is virtually l imitless, some technique is necessary to (boose .1 -ili-.et 
of paths to be studied in detail by ISEM, This Js currently accomplished by graph theorem- n '• -
niques, event/fault tree techniques, or by the analyst. 

Uecause some scenarios consist solelj of events* whose time dependence is ;f s i r jnd.nv 
importance, the dynamic capability or ISEM is n^t required in their evaluation, 1- or M-.ose -•.•••i..n-p 
alternative techniques should be considered. For example, if the adversary's strategy is t J iv -n! 
detection, then detection may be eq rated with safeguards system effectiveness. 

It is emphasized that while ISEM simulates one scenario at a time, many scenarios m.iv in-
run vith ar.ly the path specific data being changed between smulat i-ms. 

IV. i i JM Analysis of a Hypothetical Facility 

A. Description. 

Consider ti e facility shown In Figure 2. The threat consists of ofi« insider guard and -mt 
insider employee. The insiders ' strategy is to first deft.at sensor s\slum elements, obtain ;i 
significant amoui-t of Pui l , in Area 5, then have the insider employee exit the facility thr vigh t'iu 
personnel portals . It is assumed that the insider employee in Area 5 has a nandgun. The rnuruhng 
of Die h-ndgu.i into Area 5 can be studied using ISEM if guard response to its detection is important, 
otherwise a success probability for this part of the scenario can be calculated directly. The latter 
approach is taken in this example. In the following discussion, the terms effectiveness, safeguards 
offectiveness, and path effectiveness are used synonymously with the conditional probability of 
safeguards system win for the specified path. The probability results are estimates of the true 
probability given the model assumptions. Extrapolation of these results to (lie actual facility r e 
quires a tacit acceptance of the model assumptions. 
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vstcm elements have been described, the I w r ir.sider employee paths 
•vii la determine :ftc critical ' path. Hi re , criticaltiv is Treasured in 
safeguards avslem *in. The results for these four paths are sh3«'n 

in Figure 3 . Assuming the facility layout is iu scale a.id the insider has the same average speed 
ja all paths, the 'shortest l ime' path is alsu the critical path (see Figure ; ) . This, in general, 
would nol be true sirce there could easily be imbalances in the sensor coverage, guard deplayir-.eni, 
and insiders access atttho-tzattons. IVhile the results displayed in Figure - are statistically sig
nificant Riven the 1SUM set of assumptions, the actual effectiveness might be quite different since 
subjectivity is involved both in ISEM input data and in the s tructur ' of ISEM. 

C. Effectiveness Sensitivity to Number of Response Guards. 

Having determined the critical path (A) from the path constraint set for the specified insider 
sirnlegy. the number of gu.irds is varied to determine the system effectiveness sensitivity (or 
path (A). The critical insider p?th, response gusrd locations, and sensor locations along the 
critical path are shown in Figure 4. For the situation depicted in Figure 4. there are three response 
guards, two in Area 1 and one in Area 2. Tr P responses of the guards to the alarms ore preapeci-
fied for each alarm in the system. For exan.ple, suppose that the SNM sensor located m Area 3 
just Qutsufe Portal 7 is activated as the adversary passes with stolen SNM. The prespecified 
guard responses to this alarm en:ail sending one guard from Area 1 to Portal 1, one guard fr^n-. 



Area 1 tc Portal 2, and the guard in Area 2 to Portal 5 . The goal of this strntegy is to contain Hit-
adversary within Uie facility by blocking each of the exit portals . Generally, when the number of 
guards is changed, the deployment and responses of guards for a specific a larm will change. 
I'igui-e 5 shows the results of these runs. N'otice that there is a low probability of a system 
win when the number of response guards drups below three. The reason for this Is that there ere 
three exterior portals which must brc "covered" to insure containment of the insider. One cannot 
assume knowledge uf the insider path when the guard responses a re formulated: therefore, all 
exterior portals should be covered. An asymptote of approximately 0.75 is approached as the 
number of guards is increased because the probability of no alarm activating a response remains 
the same regardless of the numuer of guards. The results indicate lhat the safeguards system 
effectiveness with respeci to this critical path and set of guard tactics is insensitive to increases 
in number of guards beyond three. 
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Figure 3. Ordering of the Four Insider Paths Investigated; Three Response 
Guards, Two Insiders lOie Employee, One Guard) 
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D. Effectiveness Sensitivity to Sensor Systems. 

The safeguards effectiveness sensitivity to the sensor .sysl'.-/:": .vat a]«u examined. I(v **I-J 
mg ISE^I output data. Sensors 22 and 23 which are the gamma and neutron sensors located jr. 
I'ortal 3 are identified as vital sensors . In order to quantify this sensitivity, the two se.-.iiors 
are removed Individually and as a pair . Since the Insider carr ies a lurge amount of imsliu-liled 
I'uO,,, the probability of sen ior activation is essentially 1 if there is no insider degradation. Th 
results of those runs a re shown in Figure 6, and the configuration for the sensor system element 
is shown in f igure 7. As could be predicted from Figure 7, Sensor System 22 is more critical 
than 23 because the insiders cannot degrade the Sensor 22 alarm located in Area 1 and the two 
sensor subsystems are otherwise identical. When both sensors are removed, path effectiveness 
drops below 0.20 (see Fig. G). 
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Figure S. Identification of Critical Sensor Subsystems for Insider Path A: 
Three Response Guards, Two Insiders (One Employee, One Guard) 
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Figure 7. ReMJcnsiUp of Sensor Subsystems 22 and 23 to Insider Path A 

E. Effectiveness Tradeoff Between Sensor Systems and Response Guards. 

Since the guards alone do not provide significant increases in the path effectiveness, one 
might consider upgrading Sensor 11 located in Area 5 (see Figure 4), Since this sensor generates 
a larms early in the path, it should yield increased path effectiveness when i ts probability of a la rm 
is increased. The a larm probability was varied from 0.1 to 0,9 in steps of D.i with the results 
shown in Figure 8. It is somewhat surprising that there is little change in effectiveness as the 
a larm probability i s increased. The results a r e explained as follows. When Sensor 11 a la rms , 
one guard i s sent to assess the cause. For the specified t ime relationships, it i s probable that an 
engagement will ensue. The guard may be defeated by the insider in this situation; however, when 
sensors which are placed later along the path generate an alarm, it is probable that the a s sess 
ment guard will arr ive while the insider is in a portal--and this leads, with certainly, to a guard 
win. It i s tacitly assumed that the insider ca^i be held in the portal until an adequate response 
force can a r r ive . This case illustrates that an ear ly detection may not be more desirable than a 



later one unless guard taclius are modified. One may think of the portal delays as time uat s dur
ing which guard arrivals are more effective than guard arr ivals during other path segments. 

Suppose the probability of defeating Ihe alarm for Sensor 11 decreases as the alarm sensi
tivity and reliability is increased (alarm probaL-i'Hy increases). That is , attention :s given to 
tamperproofing the alarm at the same time the alarm probability ia increased. The variation in 
path effectiveness for the number of guards and the pertormance of Senaor 11 is alio mi in Kiguri; !'. 

The results for one and two guards appear to be counter-intuitive. The explanation is found 
in the guard responses. For the early alarm on Sensor 11, the response guard is sent to Portal 1 
from Area 2; but many times the guard arr ives after the insider exits I'ortal 7, therefore eliminutii 
the opportunity to stop the insider unless a call for help is initiated when the guard arr ives at 
Portal 7. On the other hand, when either Sensor 22 or 23 a larms, the patrol gui.rd is sent to 
Portal 3 from Area 2 and the likelihood is high that the guard will arr ive while the insider is still 
in -.he portal. Guard arrivals while the insider is in a Portal are more effective than guard arrival; 
when the insider is in an Arna. It is not productive to summon a guard lo a location where he is 
less effective. 

Alarm Probability 

Figure B. Safeguards System Performance v s . Alarm Probability 
for Sensor 11 Located in Area 5; Two Response Guards, 
Two Insiders (One Guard, One Employee) 
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Figure 9. Safeguards System Performance (Conditional Probability of System Win) Tradcofl 
Between Adding Guards and Increasing Sensor Subsystem I I Performance 

For three and four response guards, the situation is as explained in the discussion at Figure 
a. When more than Ibar guards are available, the increased sensor performance resuhs in signifi
cant increases in path effectiveness because if engagements are initiated the probability is high 
that the guards will win. The simulation repeatability for these results is in the range of 0.03-0.05, 

This example il lustrates that tSE.M can be used to determine facility guard deplovment and 
tactics to insure safeguards system effectiveness over a range of adversary s t rategies . 

F . Effectiveness Sensitivity to Amount of SSM. 

Since 1SEM models the SNM portal sensors , a set of three runs was made to determine the 
impact on the overall path effectiveness of the amount of mixed o*ide carr ied by the insider. The 
1SEM user can model the presence of shielding material , select the effective area, integration 
lime, threshold setting of the SNM sensors . It is assumed that aurvettlancs sensor alarm proba
bilities are unchanged over the set af runs. Therefore, results a re Indicative of material carr ied 
in the same manner for the cases simulated. The results a re shown in Figure 10. Two observa
tions a re important: fl> the SNiU sensora practically sa tura te , i . e . . have probability of alarm of 
essentially 1 above 10 grams of MC>2; and I2> the sensors still contribute to path effectiveness when 
only 0 . 1 gram of MO- ie carr ied. 
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.Sensor .N'umber 

18 SOamroa) 22 Kiamma) 13 <Xgotrun> 

Integration Time (^c ) 
Effective Area (cra'J 
Hackground Count Intensity 

feounts/sec/cm } 
Threshold (SigmzB) 

SNM Description 
MO„i 50»V UO_ - 50% PuO-

Masa of MO, Carried By Insider (Grams) 

Figure 10. Safeguards System Performance vs . Amount of Mixed Oxide 
Carried by the Insider: Three Response Guards, Two Insiders 
{One Employee, One Guard* 

G. Effect of Entry Path on Results. 

Ii has been assumed throughout this analysis that the insider in Area 5 has a handgun, In 
so^ic facilities, it might be difficult to introduce a handgun into vital areas wilboui detection. Foi 
these cases , system win=5 resulting from handgun detection mxint he considered. 

Let H be the event that the handgun i s not detected during the insider entry sequence, S be 
the event of system win on either entry or exit paths, and S/H the conditional event of system v.-in 
given that the handgun is not detected on entry to Area 5. Then the probability or a system win is 

P(S) = P[{snH)u <srim] 
PfS) = P(SnH) + P(SrW) 
PIS) = P[H)P(S/H) + P(H)P(S/7?) 

Now assume that a detection on entry i s a system win, which implies, PIS/H) = 3,00. Therefore, 

PIS) = PODPfS/H) • P<H) 



Suppui-c two metal detector H a re in all possible path* Into Art's 5. Suppose further thai the 
probability is 1 that the untampered metal detector will alarm Tar e. handgun, hut the insider alani'. 
iii'f^ut probability for the metal detector is 0. 40. Then the probability that no detection occurs on 
entry assuming bath insiders have access to the a larm, is given by 

POfl = i - (i - U.4J2 * 0.64 . 

Therefore, the probability of a safeguards ay&iem win ia 

P<S) = 0.3C PtS/H) + 0.64 , 

where PIS/IIl is determined ry 1SEM. For example. Train Figure 3, Path A, she conditional 
probability or system win, P(S/H) ia 0. 60. Therefore P(S) equals 0. 86, N'oie that the system 
probability of win for both entry and exit paths, P(S1, is bounded by fl. 54 r p ( S / i » = 0 .0" and 
1.0 [Pl:'/H> = 1.0]. For this example. If the insider i3 never stopped during exit, P(S/H) = 0.0 
and P(S) = 0.64. Therefore, the effectiveness results are Improved considerably when metal 
detectors are assumed to exist at all entry locations. If access paths to Area 5 other than through 
portals are available to the insider, P<H) should be replaced with the lowest probability of system 
win imong the aft of handgun smuggling paths, it should be noted that this calculation can be made 
without resorting to an ISEM simulation since detection ie considered to be a defeat for the insider. 
If insider interaction with the safeguards systems following detection is required, ISKM should be 
used. 

An interesting point that one should consider when using ISEM is the extent to which additional 
information available from each simulation is used in the design and analysis of the facility safe
guards system. For example, or.e can determine the percentage of cases for which the inside -. *on 
and no guard was encountered, the percentage ( cases for which no alarm activated, the percentage 
of cases for which guards were deployed, but never arr ived, etc. Jt might be a viable safeguards 
tactic to attempt to catch the adversary in a portal in order to reduce the number of engagements. 
It could be argued that two safeguards systems which produce equivalent effectiveness results but 
lead to different guard casualty rates are not equally desirable systems. 

In this section, a fairly detailed example of ISEM's use in the design of personnel control 
systems has been presented. Other approaches and sets of assumptions a r e possible. Reference 3 
describes ISEHi in detail and explains the operations required to use it. 
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V. C unci its tutu; 

ISliM uses simulation techniques to analyze the effectiveness of a nuclear facility's r>;il'-«u;uil: 
svstem in ceding with a group of insider* who use certain strategies to achieve thefl of SNV. or the -
tage uf the facility. The specific application of IS EM to determine the effectiveness of a hyootlielica 
facility':' personnel control system to one part icular adversary scenario has been trealeri in this 
report , ISEM's primary contribution to the evaluation of personnel control systems, as well as 
more general safeguards sys tems, ts its ability to simulate the response of the safeguards sydlcm 
ts a larms generated by sources such aa sensors , personnel, or procedures. JSEM nlso addressee 
the tampering of sensor system elements by Insiders. By studying the character!titles of the safe
guards system response (usually guards) to a range of Insider s c e n a r i o , effective operational 
iiracedures can be developed. These considerations are essential , for example. In coping with 
insider diversionary at tacks. 



APPENDIX I 

ISEM Status and Future Extensions } 

Development of ISEM was initiated in February 1976. ISEM's primary application to date 
7 

has been in the conceptual design of a mixed-oxide foe] fabrication facility. An ISEM Sandla 
u se r s ' guide has been written and will be published in the near future. ISE.M is currently under
going testing by Sandia organizations and is being executed in batch made on Sandia'g CDC 660Q 
computers. A simulation consisting of 500 runs of a typical path requires 30 seconds of central 
processor t ime. ISEM is a discrete event Bimulaf.on written in CASP 3V. It requires 10500!^ 
60-bit memory locations. Current plans a re to install 1SEM on the Sandia CDC 66D0 XOS time 
sharing system. Integration of ISEM with a graphical input/output capability is envisionec. 
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Glossary 

NtCLLAR FACILITY - facilities which process , s tore , or use special nuclear material (SNM) 

.SAiiOFAGt - the willful release of SNM from a nuclear facility by either using explosives to 
release SNM directly or destroying facility components so that SNM release will 
ultimately result and cause societal r isk 

THEFT - the unauthorized removal gf SNM beyond the facility boundary 

SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM - the set of components, personnel, and procedures used at a facility to 
protect SNM and/or critical facility components 

MATERIALS MEASUREMENT AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM - a subsystem of the facility safeguards 
system used to determine the quantity and location of SNM at a facility 

MATERIAL CONTROL SYSTEM - a subsystem of the facility safeguards system used to prevent 
unauthorized access to SNM at a facility 

PERSONNEL CONTROL SYSTEM - a subsystem of the fac 1" safeguards systs:n used to prevent 
unauthorized personnel access to certain l o c . i o n s at a facility 

PHYSICAL PROTECTION SYSTEM - a subsystem of the facility safeguards system used to prevent 
the theft of SNM or the sabotage ot the facility 

INSIDER - a malefactor having authorized access to a facility including authorised access to 
material 

STRATEGY - the generic method used bv an adversary to achieve the goal of theft or sabotage of 
SNM or the sabotage of the facility 

SCENARIO - the specific set of activities used by an adversary to achieve his goal 

PATH - the specific route used by an adversary performing scenario activities during which 3rr 
alarm, can result in overt actions by the adversary 

TACTICS - (he response of facility guards to alarms generated by the facility safeguards system 


